atelier damböck looks back on
30 years of:
¬ customised design and
implementation of trade fair
presence
¬ creative trade fair design
¬ innovative communication and
exhibition construction
Take advantage of our experience
from more than 3,000 trade
fair and event assignments
at national and international
venues. In 2010, we worked in
17 countries and more than 70
cities across the globe.

Munich’s atelier damböck
Our services are based around you.
Trade fair design and stand
construction

Events and shareholders’ meetings

Carefully produced designs, a love of

Product launches and corporate events

detail and the use of high-quality mate-

are among the highlights of any cor-

rials will set your company, your product

porate calendar. Annual shareholders’

and your portfolio of services in an

meetings are a firm part of our reper-

impressive light. Contrasting and chal-

toire, as are events and conferences

lenging or simple and elegant, we can

away from exhibition settings and also

design and build you a unique trade fair

customer events that bolster your trade

stand, high-end showroom or exhibition

fair presence and philosophy. We can

area.

provide some of the services involved
in this, or we can act as a full service
provider.

We offer smooth, professional
support before, during and after
your exhibition.

Member of the Fachverband
Direkte Wirtschaftskommunikation e.V.

Graphic design

Climate-neutral exhibition stands

A trade fair stand is more than just

Our www.greenstands.de initiative aims

the sum of its parts. To us, the graphic

to set the trend and lead the way.

design of the interior of your stand is a

We offer eco-friendly solutions

major part of your trade fair presence

individually tailored to your trade

and our design approach. To guarantee

fair stand.

you a successful exhibition, we can

A climate-neutral stand does not

offer you the production of graphics,

eliminate burdens on the environment

advertising materials and advertising

entirely, but it does reduce and

products, and we can design these as

compensate for them. We look forward

well.

to assisting you on the way to creating a
climate-neutral trade fair stand.

Holder of the first internationally recognised seal for sustainable corporate
management and working processes.

International Federation of Exhibition
and Event Services

Atelier Damböck Messebau GmbH
Oskar-von-Miller-Ring 1, 85464 Neufinsing bei München
fon + 49 (0) 8121 975 0, fax + 49 (0) 8121 975 444
info@damboeck.de, www.damboeck.de

